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Abstract

The advent of small scale combined heat and power (CHP) systems has provided the opportunity for in-house power backup of residential-scale photovoltaic (PV) arrays. These hybrid systems enjoy a symbiotic relationship between components, but have large thermal energy wastes when operated to provide 100% of the electric load. In a novel hybrid system is proposed here of PV-trigeneration. In order to reduce waste from excess heat, an absorption chiller has been proposed to utilize the CHP-produced thermal energy for cooling of PV-CHP system. This complexity has brought forth entirely new levels of system dynamics and interaction that require numerical simulation in order to optimize system design. This paper introduces a dispatch strategy for such a system that accounts for electric, domestic hot water, space heating, and space cooling load categories. The dispatch strategy was simulated for a typical home in Vancouver and the results indicate an improvement in performance of over 50% available when a PV-CHP system also accounts for cooling. The dispatch strategy and simulation are to be used as a foundation for an optimization algorithm of such systems.
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Introduction:

Most work on solar photovoltaic and thermal (PV/T) systems have combined PV with some form of waste heat recovery from the panels themselves [1-6]. Although this is an efficient use of energy and can even improve PV performance it does not allow for greater PV penetration levels (percent of PV-generated electricity on the grid) because the waste heat recovery does not reduce the intermittent nature of sunlight. The recent development of small scale combined heat and power (CHP) systems has provided the opportunity for in-house power backup of residential-scale photovoltaic arrays, but it also enables the grid penetration of PV to be expanded by approximately a factor of five while reducing the carbon emissions per unit electricity [7]. First generation PV+CHP hybrids where the PV simply decreased some small fraction of the run time of the CHP, have been eclipsed by 2nd generation systems, where the PV is expanded and is completely backed up by CHP, usually with a diesel generator. These systems have been
investigated thoroughly, especially for residential applications [8-16]. Although PV-CHP systems effectively counter the inherent intermittency of solar energy, when designed in this way the thermal energy from the CHP unit is far from fully utilized and thus dumped lowering the efficiency of the system in a range of geographic locations [7, 17]. It has been proposed that these systems can be designed to add cooling in 3rd generation systems to utilize a greater percentage of the heat energy available from the CHP unit, thus raising efficiencies closer to the ideal [7, 18-22]. These systems are referred to here as photovoltaic and combined cooling, heating, and power (PV-CCHP) systems or PV-trigeneration systems [23]. As opposed to their 2nd generation counterparts, these systems expand their applicability by enabling cooling capabilities during warmer seasons by both utilizing waste heat and reducing the seasonal electrical load that is often caused by cooling equipment [19, 24].

The additional complexity of a PV-CCHP system over a PV-CHP system creates system dynamics that require numerical simulation in order to optimize system design. While much literature has been focused on the simulation and optimization of hybrid energy systems including PV-diesel, there has been no similar investigations into PV-CCHP systems. As such, this short communication presents a dispatch strategy, and some example case studies simulating the behavior of PV-CCHP systems, which serve as a foundation for the optimization of such systems in future work.

System Overview:

A block diagram of a PV-CCHP system is illustrated in Figure 1. In this system, only an AC load was considered. In addition, there is a thermal load for heating and cooling the required perimeter. Electricity is generated by both the PV array and the CHP unit. In order to allow for more flexibility of matching thermal loads to electric loads, conversion and storage equipment for both electric and thermal loads are also incorporated. For the electric load, an inverter is included to change any DC outputs, in particular from the battery bank and the PV array, into an AC output compatible with the user load. Similarly, a battery charger is included to store excess AC output from the CHP unit in the battery bank.

The electrical component of the system is categorized as a parallel topology [8]. In this configuration, the DC energy sources (the PV array and battery) supplies a portion of the load demand directly through the inverter that will ultimately result in higher system efficiency. The CHP unit and the inverter can operate in either parallel or stand-alone mode that allows flexibility in meeting the demand. For example, when there is a low load demand, the CHP unit or the inverter can supply the energy, while in peak load, both components can operate in parallel, which can allow for the reduction in capacity of the inverter and CHP unit. Other advantages of this design include better supply-demand correlation, maximized CHP fuel efficiency, and minimized CHP maintenance costs [15]. A series topology hybrid system would be easier to implement, but would result in lower overall system efficiencies (due to inverter and battery losses), larger inverter size, and a limited control of the CHP unit [15].

{INSERT FIGURE 1}
On the thermal section of the system, waste heat is collected by the heat exchanger and carried on to space heating (SH) and domestic hot water (DHW) loads when necessary. The absorption chiller, on the other hand, converts the waste heat into cool air in order to meet cooling demand.

**Dispatch Strategy:**

The dispatch strategy is intended to control the system such that the load requirements (electric and thermal [domestic hot water usage, space heating, and space cooling]) are met. The thermal load is further split into. In the design and optimization of such a system, it is important that the load profile is representative of the annual consumption and not subject to extreme anomalies that may lead to oversizing the system capabilities [10]. There are a number of strategies suggested by [11,14] that have varied from focusing on maintaining system autonomy to ensuring 100% grid reliability and to minimizing excess power production.

In the proposed system the thermal output of a CHP unit tends to be larger than the electrical output, the dispatch strategy first prioritizes matching the electrical load and in the event that the thermal load is not met afterwards, is altered to match the thermal load. Figure 2 provides a truncated graphic representation of the dispatch strategy. In this model, the equations and logic statements are condensed representations of the power flow described below. The thermal component of the strategy is demarcated by the dashed polygon, while the electrical component pertains to outside of the polygon. Excess electric power is first placed into the batteries, and in the case the batteries are at their maximum state of charge, the electricity is dumped either onto the grid or into the ground based on whether the system is a grid-connected or stand-alone. Excess thermal power is dumped as waste heat through an exhaust. The following is an outline of the dispatch strategy:

{INSERT FIGURE 2}

1. The dispatch strategy begins with the output of the PV array. This component is most intermittent and the hardest to control as its performance is dependent primarily on weather characteristics that are external to the system supervisory control. There are three control pathways that concern the PV component:

   a) If $I_{AC,load}(i) = \eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgcntr} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i)$, then the control is concerned with matching the thermal requirement. (step 4)

   b) If $I_{PV, array}(i) > \frac{I_{AC, load}(i)}{\eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgcntr}}$, then $ch(i) = 1$ and

   $x_{batt,part}(i) = \max \left( 1, \frac{V_{AC,load}(i)}{V_{batt, bckg}, \eta_{chrgcntr}, I_{AC, load}(i) - \eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgcntr} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i)} \right)$ so long as $SOC_j < SOC_{max,j}$. If the state of charge of the battery is at its maximum, the excess electricity is dumped. The control is now concerned with matching the thermal load. (step 4)
c) If \( I_{PV, array}(i) < \frac{I_{AC, load}(i)}{\eta_{inv} \eta_{charger}} \), the supervisory control becomes concerned with utilizing the battery for matching the consumer electric load (step 2).

2. If 1c holds true, the first condition required to be met for utilizing the battery is to have a SOC higher than the \( SOC_{min} \):
   a) If \( SOC_j(i) > SOC_{min} \), then \( ch(i) = 0 \) and
   \[
   x_{batt, part}(i) = \max \left( 1, \frac{V_{batt, bank}}{V_{AC, load}} \frac{I_{AC, load}(i)}{\eta_{inv} \eta_{charger}} \right). 
   \]
   The supervisory control is now concerned whether or not the battery and PV outputs are sufficient in matching the electrical load requirement.
   i. If \( I_{PV, array}(i) + \frac{V_{batt, bank}}{V_{AC, load}} I_{batt, bank}(i) = \frac{I_{AC, load}(i)}{\eta_{inv} \eta_{charger}} \), then electrical load is met and the control is now concerned with matching the thermal load (step 4).
   ii. If \( I_{PV, array}(i) + \frac{V_{batt, bank}}{V_{AC, load}} I_{batt, bank}(i) < \frac{I_{AC, load}(i)}{\eta_{inv} \eta_{charger}} \), then \( x_{batt, part}(i) \) is set to zero, and the CHP is activated. The control is now concerned whether or not the CHP and the PV outputs are sufficient in matching the electric load (step 3).
   b) If \( C_j(i) \leq SOC_{min} \), then
   \[
   x_{CHP, part,j}(i) = \max \left( 1, \frac{V_{batt, bank}}{V_{AC, load}} \frac{(SOC_{max} - SOC_j) \times x_{batt, parallel} - \eta_{inv} \eta_{charger} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) \times V_{AC, load}}{\times CHP, parallel \times CHP, nom,j(kW)} \right) 
   \]
   and \( x_{CHP, part,j}(i) \geq 0.5 \). The supervisory control is now concerned whether or not the CHP and PV outputs are sufficient in satisfying the load.
   i. If \( \eta_{inv} \eta_{charger} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) + I_{CHP, array}(i) < I_{AC, load}(i) \), the objective function is penalized for failing to meet electric load. The control is now concerned with matching the thermal load (step 4).
   ii. If \( \eta_{inv} \eta_{charger} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) + I_{CHP, array}(i) \geq I_{AC, load}(i) \), excess \( \eta_{charger} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) \) is used to charge the battery and if still possible, excess \( \eta_{charger} \cdot I_{CHP, array}(i) \) is used as well. Any excess power is dumped. The control is now concerned with matching the thermal load (step 4).

3. If 2.a.ii holds true, then
   \[
   x_{CHP, part,j}(i) = \max \left( 1, \frac{V_{batt, bank}}{V_{AC, load}} \frac{(SOC_{max} - SOC_j) \times x_{batt, parallel} - \eta_{inv} \eta_{charger} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) \times V_{AC, load}}{\times CHP, parallel \times CHP, nom,j(kW)} \right) 
   \]
and $x_{CHP,partj}(i) \geq 0.5$. The supervisory control is now concerned whether or not the CHP and PV outputs are sufficient in satisfying the load.

a) If $\eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgntnl} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) + I_{CHP, array}(i) = I_{AC, load}(i)$, then electrical load is met and the control is now concerned with matching the thermal load (step 4).

b) If $\eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgntnl} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) + I_{CHP, array}(i) > I_{AC, load}(i)$ and if $SOC_j(i) \leq SOC_{max,j}$, excess $\eta_{chrgntnl} \cdot \eta_{charger} \cdot I_{CHP, array}(i)$ is used to charge the battery. Any excess power is dumped. The control is now concerned with matching the thermal load (step 4).

c) If $\eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgntnl} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) + I_{CHP, array}(i) < I_{AC, load}(i)$ and if $SOC_j(i) > SOC_{min,j}$, then $x_{batt, part}(i) = \max \left[ 1, \frac{V_{AC, load}(i) \cdot I_{AC, load}(i) \cdot I_{CHP, array}(i)}{\eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgntnl} \cdot I_{batt, bank, possible}(i)} \right]$. The control is now concerned whether or not all three components are sufficient in matching the electrical load.

i. If $\eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgntnl} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) + \frac{V_{batt, bank}}{V_{AC, load}} I_{batt, bank}(i) + I_{CHP, array}(i) < I_{AC, load}(i)$, the objective function is penalized for failing to meet electric load. The control is now concerned with matching the thermal load (step 4).

ii. If $\eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgntnl} \cdot I_{PV, array}(i) + \frac{V_{batt, bank}}{V_{AC, load}} I_{batt, bank}(i) + I_{CHP, array}(i) = I_{AC, load}(i)$, electrical load is met and control is now concerned with matching the thermal load (step 4).

4. All possible results of the dispatch strategy eventually lead up to this step, which is concerned with meeting the thermal load requirements.

a) If $Q_{heat}(i) + \frac{Q_{cool}(i)}{COP_{abs}} \leq Q_{CHP, array}(i)$, any excess heat is dumped through the exhaust and the strategy is terminated for hour $i$.

b) If $Q_{heat}(i) + \frac{Q_{cool}(i)}{COP_{abs}} > Q_{CHP, array}(i)$ and $x_{CHP, partj}(i) < 1$, then $x_{CHP, partj}(i) = \max \left[ 1, \frac{Q_{heat}(i) \cdot \frac{Q_{cool}(i)}{COP_{abs}}}{x_{CHP, parallel} \cdot x_{CHP, nom,j} \cdot (kW/h)} \right]$ and $x_{CHP, partj}(i) \geq 0.5$. The electrical output of the CHP unit has now been increased and therefore the supervisory control is now concerned with excessive electrical current.

i. If $ch(i) = 1$ and $SOC_j(i) < SOC_{max}$, then $x_{batt, part}(i) = \max \left[ 1, \frac{V_{AC, load}(i) \cdot I_{AC, load}(i) \cdot I_{PV, array}(i)}{\eta_{inv} \cdot \eta_{chrgntnl} \cdot I_{batt, bank, possible}(i) \cdot \eta_{charger} \cdot \eta_{chrgntnl}} \right]$. In
the event that the maximum partial load variable for the battery is reached, any remaining $I_{CHP, array}(i)$ is dumped and the strategy is terminated for hour $i$.

ii. Otherwise if $ch(i)=0$, $I_{CHP, array}(i)$ is dumped and the strategy is terminated for hour $i$.

c) If $Q_{heat}(i) + \frac{Q_{cool}(i)}{COP_{abs}} > Q_{CHP, array}(i)$ and $x_{CHP, part,j}(i) = 1$, the objective function is penalized for failing to meet the thermal load and the strategy is terminated for hour $i$.

Methodology

The dispatch strategy shown in Figure 2 was coded and simulated using MATLAB v 7.6.0, which will also be used as a platform for future optimization. The modeled system comprised of an array of 2 strings of thirteen 70 W PV panels (AC W peak), a CHP engine with a capacity of 2400 W electrical capacity and 4000 W thermal capacity and a battery bank of 1000 amp-hours. The load requirements were determined from a representative profile of Vancouver created by Swan’s algorithm [25]. The hourly ambient temperature and solar irradiation required to make the simulation were obtained from the PVSyst 4.37 hourly synthetic generator.

Validation

For the purposes of validating the model behavior, the algorithm was applied to a representative house in Kingston and were compared with results obtained from the Hybrid Optimization Model for Electric Renewables (HOMER), a publicly available and widely tested software developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory [26-28]. The least expensive optimized system for Kingston SD was selected and simulated through HOMER. The annual served electrical energy for the proposed model is equal to roughly 7,446 kWh compared to 7,368 kWh for the HOMER simulation, or a difference of ~1%. This difference is attributed to constraint and penalty mechanisms in HOMER that allow the system to produce unmet load during the year. Second, the served thermal requirements were found to be mostly similar within the constraints of modeling the proposed dispatch strategy within HOMER. HOMER utilizes a thermal load-following strategy that attempts to match the boiler output to the thermal requirements at hour $i$. The proposed model and HOMER behave identically as long as the thermal requirements does not exceed the CHP system’s capabilities, which in the case of Kingston SD is 3 kWth. The results from model proposed here can thus be considered to be validated based off of the much more mature HOMER model [26].

Results

To explore the simulation results, the PV-CCHP system’s monthly electrical and thermal outputs were graphed for both cases including and excluding cooling loads. This data is also shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The average monthly electric loads and thermal loads with and without cooling.
As clearly seen in Figure 3, the summer months account for a significant portion of the thermal load when the cooling load is taken into account. The cooling load has caused a tangible impact on the performance of the CHP unit. The CHP unit produced 1508 kWh of thermal power and 948 kWh of electric power more annually when accounting for space cooling, or a 59% increase. This is primarily because of the inexorable link between thermal and electrical output of the CHP unit. This ‘minimum 50% rating’ requirement is necessary to maintain high levels of efficiency for the CHP. As an alternative, the dispatch strategy can allow for the CHP to operate at lower than 50% so long as the efficiency losses for partial load variables are taken into account. In either case, the need to consider all electric and thermal energy loads in an integrated manner is clearly demonstrated for future simulation and optimization algorithms.

As shown further in Figures 4 and 5, the thermal load and supply of the system is accounted for when looking at the hourly performance of the systems of the summer and winter periods. While the electrical load remains the same, the dynamics of the CHP and the remainder of the components are drastically changed as the proposed dispatch strategy incorporates the cooling load into its operational procedure. This provides no impact in the winter period, as predicted, but presents system shortcomings in the summertime when accounting for cooling. Accounting for these differences is integral to the modeling of PV-CCHP systems as demonstrated in the electric and thermal supply differences of Figures 4 and 5.

In this paper the ability of a PV-CCHP system to match electric, heating and cooling loads was determined for some case study locations to determine the viability of a dispatch strategy that can be used to increase PV penetration levels. Future work will focus on optimizing such systems for geographic regions and variable load profiles.
Conclusions

This paper overcame the limitations of available modeling techniques for hybrid systems that incapable of accounting for cooling loads by demonstrating a new simulation algorithm and dispatch strategy for the modeling of hybrid PV-CCHP systems. The results indicate a significant improvement in performance available in PV-CCHP systems over PV-CHP systems. Future work is necessary to devise a new optimization algorithm for these more complex systems.
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Figures:
Figure 1- Block Diagram of PV-CCHP system
Figure 2- PV-CCHP Dispatch Strategy
Figure 3- PV-CCHP Monthly Thermal and Electrical Performance With and Without Cooling

Figure 4- PV-CCHP Hourly Performance with Cooling Load

Figure 5-PV-CCHP Hourly Performance without Cooling Load
Nomenclature:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IAC,loadi</td>
<td>Demand current of AC load at hour i (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPV,arrayi</td>
<td>Supply current of PV array at hour i (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbatt,banki</td>
<td>Charge (+) or discharge (-) current of battery bank at hour i (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICHP,arrayi</td>
<td>Supply current of CHP array at hour i (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lbatt,bank,possiblei</td>
<td>Maximum possible charge or discharge current of battery bank at hour i (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAC,load</td>
<td>Voltage of user load (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vbatt,bank</td>
<td>Voltage of battery bank (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xCHP,part,ji</td>
<td>Partial load variable of CHP output (0 or 0.5-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xbatt,parti</td>
<td>Partial load variable of battery output (0-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xCHP,nom,jkWe</td>
<td>Electrical capacity of CHP unit of type j (kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xCHP,nom,jkWth</td>
<td>Thermal capacity of CHP unit of type j (kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCHP,arrayi</td>
<td>Thermal supply of CHP array at hour i (kWh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ηchrgcntrl</td>
<td>Efficiency of charge controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ηinv</td>
<td>Efficiency of inverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ch(i)</td>
<td>Indicator charge or discharge of batteries. 1 if charging and 0 if discharging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCj(i)</td>
<td>State of charge of individual battery of type j at hour i (Ah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCmax,j</td>
<td>Maximum allowable state of charge of individual battery of type j (Ah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCmin</td>
<td>Minimum allowable state of charge of individual battery of type j (Ah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPabs</td>
<td>Absorption chiller coefficient of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qheati</td>
<td>Space heating and domestic hot water load demand (kWh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qcooli</td>
<td>Space cooling load demand (kWh)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>